1. Smile! You receive 500 Credits.

2. Lucky day! You get your money back and you can choose another balloon for free.

3. Salary payment. You receive 400 Credits.

4. Congrats! You receive 300 Credits.

5. Time to play with the stocks. You will receive one for free! Go with this ticket to claim it!

6. Salary payment. You receive 100 Credits.

7. It is your birthday. You have a 100 Credits gift.

8. Lucky day. You receive one balloon for free.

9. You need to buy another balloon.

10. You have just lost your money. Bye bye!

11. Flight delay. You receive 100 Credits.

12. You need to pay insurance costs: 300 Credits.

13. You do not have to be superstitious to believe that the no.13 ticket is unlucky. You have
to first pay 500 Credits and then go to gambling corner.

14. For how long should you be able to live off the money in your emergency fund?
a. 1 to 2 months b. 2 to 3 months c. 3 to 6 months d. 1 to 2 years

15. Which of the following is the best payment method if you're trying to save money?
a. credit card b. personal checks c. debit card d. Cash

16. What percentage of your paycheck should you place into savings every month?
a. 6% b. 10% c. 12% d. 15%

17. Name 3 differences between formal, informal and non-formal education.

18. Name all 10 areas of knowledge from PMBOK.

19. Name 5 areas of knowledge of PMBOK.

20. What does DEOR stands for?

21. What does dissemination of a project mean?

22. What does visibility of a project mean?

23. What does exploitation of a project means?

24. What does PMBOK stands for?

25. Name the five processes from PMBOK.

26. Name at least 3 areas of knowledge from PMBOK.

27. What does the output of a project mean? Give 2 examples.

28. What does the outcome of a project mean? Give 2 examples.

29. How many key actions does Erasmus+ has?

30. Name 3 differences between a university diploma and Youthpass.

31. What is the name of the certificate describing and validating the non-formal learning
experience of the participants in the Erasmus+ Programme?

32. Name the 8 key competences.

33. What is the motto of the European Union?

34. What does SWOT stand for?

35. What does the learning to learn key competence refer to?

36. At what kind of skills, knowledge and attitudes does the social and civic competence
refer to?

37. What can you use Google Trends for?

38. At what kind of skills, knowledge and attitudes does the cultural awareness key
competence refer to?

39. What can you use a hashtag for?

40. True or False: On Facebook, you can use a limited number of hashtags.

41. True or False: On Facebook, when you track a hashtag, you can only see the public
posts with that hashtag.

42. True or False: On Facebook, when tracking a hashtag, you see the posts from your
friends, but also the public ones from people you are not necessarily following.

43. True or False: If you are doing a Google Ad for your project, you can choose how much
money you spend on the campaign.

44. In what step of a youth project should you think of reaching quality?

45. True or False: Quality has to be assessed only during the Evaluation and Closure steps
of a project.

46. True or False: Assessing quality is only possible at the end of a project.

47. What is the difference between impressions and reach?

48. True or False: The reach and the impressions of a post on Facebook is always equal.

49. True or False: In order to be effective, a hashtag has to be general.

50. True or false: In order to be effective, a hashtag should be very specific and easy to
remember.

51. How many stars are on the European Union flag?

52. Who is the current president of the European Parliament?

53. Who is the current president of the European Commission?

54. How many European Institutions are there?

55. Name all the European Institutions.

56. Who is the current president of the European Council?

57. When are the next elections for the European Parliament?

58. How many years did Erasmus Programme celebrate this year?

59. Give examples of 3 tools to assess quality of an E+ TC.

60. Name at least 3 out of the 5 processes from PMBOK.

61. What does PDCA stand for?

62. What are the 4 steps of Project Quality management?

63. What are the 4 components of a good measurement system?

64. Name 2 components of the Project Management Planning Quality?

65. Name 2 tools you can use to assess the quality of your projects.

66. Explain the PDCA tool.

